A MOBILE X-RAY UNIT... similar to the one pictured here will be set up on the Poly campus on Wednesday and Thursday of next week, April 14 and 15, to take chest X-ray films. The unit will serve the Poly students, faculty and employees free of charge. The service of this unit and others like it is supported by Christmas Seal funds.

X-RAY UNIT TO VISIT CAMPUS; WILL OFFER FREE EXAMINATIONS

Plans are complete for the mobile X-ray unit when it arrives at Poly Wednesday morning. April 12, it has been announced.

The services of this unit will be open to students, wives of faculty members, and employees. The X-ray service is made possible by a combined program of the County Health Department, the County Tuberculosis Association, the County Dental Association, and the State Council of Social Welfare.

The schedule has been announced as follows: Wednesday, April 11, 8 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday, April 12, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

The above listed nominees and any others desiring to take part in the selection of the election of the students' assembly for the year 1948-1949 must be enrolled at the Poly campus by the election committee of the students' assembly. The election will be held at 11 a.m. Tuesday, April 14, in the Poly auditorium. The election of the officers of the assembly will be held at 11 a.m. Thursday, April 16, in the Poly auditorium.

According to D. H. Thompson, district chairman of the California Youth for Jesus, the meeting took place under the auspices of the National Youth for Jesus as the California State College and Poly had been invited to be the host institution. The meeting was well attended and the entire program was enjoyed by all those present. The meeting was well attended and the entire program was enjoyed by all those present.

Holstein Herd Reclassified

The Holstein Herd for the year 1948 has been reclassified by the American Holstein-Friesian Association.

Institute of Agriculture and Home Economics at the University of California at Davis, the reclassification of the Holstein Herd was completed by the American Holstein-Friesian Association. The official announcement of the reclassification was made by E. E. Kaelin, secretary of the American Holstein-Friesian Association, at the annual meeting of the association held in Los Angeles.

The reclassification of the Holstein Herd was based on the results of a study of the herds in the United States and Canada by the American Holstein-Friesian Association. The study was conducted by a team of experts in the field of animal breeding and genetics. The results of the study were used to determine the genetic merit of the herds and to classify them according to their genetic merit.

The Institute of Agriculture and Home Economics at the University of California at Davis has been conducting research in the field of animal breeding and genetics for many years. The institute is one of the leading research institutions in the field of animal breeding and genetics in the United States and Canada.

The reclassification of the Holstein Herd is an important milestone in the history of the Holstein breed. The Holstein breed is one of the most important dairy breeds in the United States and Canada and is widely used in the production of dairy products.
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TOURING HOLLYWOOD'S CBS STUDIOS... the Poly Phase club of Cal Poly is met in the outer lobby by Miss Anita Chester, head of the Department of Public Affairs of CBS. Miss Chester is shown standing next to George Abel of the Electrical Engineering department staff. The first picture shows 80 men at the Hollywood radio studio. In the second picture is a CBS guide explaining the equipment used in one of the smaller sound studios.

Poly Phase Club Tours Los Angeles Manufacturing And Generating Plants

By Edwin Gove

More than 80 members of the Poly Phase club traveled to the Los Angeles area from March 24 to 28. George C. Abel, faculty advisor of the club, directed and arranged the tour. The purpose of the trip was to help the students decide on what line of work they would like to follow upon graduation.

A visit to the William D. Bevein plant as guest of Herbert Conn, manager in charge of distribution of the Los Angeles Bureau of Power and Light, demonstrated the use of steam in the generation of power. They also viewed the frequency changer which enables the Edison Company and the Los Angeles department of power to trade power of differing frequencies.

The use of electrical power was seen at the Long Beach Navy shipyard, where large machines tools were in operation. Lt. C. H. Kraken, their immediate host, displayed to the visitors the equipment used in electrical repair work.

The National Supply Company, makers of all wall machinery,เพลง electric tools and machinery, demonstrated the making by the use of electric furnaces. All phases of manufacturing of machinery were observed.

The Poly Phase men toured the radio stations of CBS and NBC. They were shown the communication apparatus of different studios, and other points of interest. An opportunity to see the equipment of the NBC Studio Department was afforded by Frank Pilk of the engineering department. He conducted the group through the television and the plans of the newly completed television studio. One of the highlights of the trip was a visit to one of the smaller sound studios, where Harry B. Warren showed the group the wire maze in the preparation of a set, and the actual making of casts used in the building. The tremendous amount of electrical power is used by the picture studios in the lighting of stages, especially for Technicolor.

As special entertainment on the trip, the students had a gala dinner at Knott's Berry Farm. Walter Knott, the owner, is a brother of C. E. Knott, dean of the industrial division at Cal Poly.

The group attended radio broadcast, and Walter radio studies, and also attended the Keaton Brothers Services at Hollywood Bowl. The trip to the Bowl was sponsored by Otto K. Olsen, who provided the lighting for the services.

Radio Eng. Hear San Jose Prof

Harry Engbindt, associate professor of Radio Engineering at San Jose State college delivered the first lecture to the newly organized student branch of the Institute of Radio Engineers. President Jenkins called the meeting to order and introduced the speaker. Engbladt is an Electrical Engineering graduate from Stanford, and has taught in the department of power to trade power of differing frequencies.

The topic of the lecture was "Class C Amplifiers Anglais." Engbladt brought with him a demonstration of the equipment in the Institute of Radio Engineers at Stanford. Harry Stafford supplied the additional measuring equipment from Poly's laboratories. Current and voltage waveforms throughout the circuits were shown on oscillographs and in the waveforms of the radio receiver circuit.

Veit Land Owners Tax Exam

Examination of the California veteran and owners to file for tax exemptions was begun by 50 students at Cal Poly. It was learned from E. B. Milligan, of the San Luis Obispo Veterans Service office. Application must be made between March 1 and May 31, 1948. The deadline was formerly June 30.

Taxes on the first $1000 are exempt if the assessed property value is $1000. This ruling holds if the property is under the name of the veteran or his wife.

To claim exemption from the county and city taxes, the vet must appear before the respective assessors in the county where the property is located. If he is imperially able to do so, he should write to the assessors in the respective counties requesting forms and information. It is believed that the local assessor in San Luis Obispo can help fill the application for exemption from veterans owning property in other counties.

NOTES ON MEN

A man might be defined as a human being possessing the qualities of humor, strength, courage, and likeable nature.

A man is a peculiar sort of human being. He has the capacity for generosity and an ambiguous nature.

He is a gentleman (always) who believes that every female is out to get him, yet so afraid none will.

There are any number of girls who believe that every male is out to get them, yet so afraid none will.

A man might be defined as a human being possessing the qualities of humor, strength, courage, and likeable nature.

He is a gentleman (always) who believes that every female is out to get him, yet so afraid none will.

There are any number of girls who believe that every male is out to get them, yet so afraid none will.

A man Is a peculiar sort of human being. He is an authority on any subject, including that of women.

You'll have to admit that he has a way with the opposite sex. There are any number of girls sitting home waiting for him to call, but he should have thought that of a couple of weeks sooner.

Whatever style this story has never been in San Luis.

No task is too tough for this creature. He can do anything— if he wants to. His bulging biceps will, if he wants to, shovel the walks.

He is an athlete, fisherman, big-game hunter, and practically won the war single-handed.

In all areas he is a combination plumber, mechanic and back-seat driver. If anything is out of order, call him. Yes, he certainly will.

Know a good story? He can tell it, without any real trouble. The things he has done would make even Paul Bunyan look stupid. He is an athlete, fisherman, big-game hunter, and practically won the war single-handed.

In all areas he is a combination plumber, mechanic and back-seat driver. If anything is out of order, call him. Yes, he certainly will.

Veteran-students enrolled in colleges of the United States and in foreign countries must report to the U.S. consul or the nearest office of the Department of State the necessary papers to travel to the foreign school. All travel to the foreign school is in the hands of the veteran or his wife.

Should the veteran decide to remain in the foreign school for the entire academic year, the VA will request an extension.

Veteran students may obtain information on foreign schools approved by the VA by writing their regional VA office or the Director of Legislation and Research, Vocational Rehabilitation and Educational Services, Veterans Administration, Washington, D. C.

Atascadero Brokerage Co.

Phone 680
Joya Brazil

RANCHES AND FARMS

Poultry, Dairy and Cattle Operations

Phone 680
 
P. O. Box 255
Atascadero, Calif.

ATASCADERO BROKERAGE CO.

First With Low Prices

Save 3 Cents per Gallon on Ethyl 85 Gasoline

Four favorite blend of Pennsylvania Oil

All weights of Quaker State, Valvoline & Pennzoil

Extra Quality Extreme Pressure Motor Oil in Sealed Quarts, only

Vigor Penn 100% Pure Pennsylvania Motor Oil in Sealed Quarts, only

Highest Quality — Lowest Prices

STOWE INDEPENDENT

OLIO CO.

996 Marsh St.
San Luis Obispo
One block north of Postoffice
Architectural Engineering Students Welcome New Department Head

New arrivals are usually announced by zany colored cards or the hand-out of cigars, but lacking such unaccustomed, we had to resort to the printed page to introduce Ralph B. Priestley, the new Architectural Engineering Department head.

Priestley, another unaccounted-for faces in the beginning years, that bore the name of Carnegie, and further inquiry revealed that our new architect has had a long wait on the line. He has attended the Illinois Institute of Technology, as well as the University of Illinois. He is a member of the American Institute of Architects and the San Diego Professional Engineer in the state of California.

We failed to find out whether he was a "Vitaal" kind of man, for he had unaccountable cards, but we did note that he had redesigned Santa Barbara's old Post office building into its Museum of Fine Arts. 

There were more than a few faces of the "Vitaal" kind around as we couldn't quite tell if he had switched to California, but we do know that he is impressed by his practical approach to architectural education. It gives a reverse system by teaching the construction side of architectural engineering rather than the aesthetic aspect, in order to have students who desires to use the students who desire to

The State Public Utilities Commission has ordered a 20 per cent reduction in the use of power based on last year's consumption. This hits Poly particularly hard. During the past year the campus has expanded greatly and the use of electricity materially increased. Poly must actually make better than a 20 per cent reduction.

Every effort should be made to conserve power. The shortage is so critical that every little help, both in the elimination of waste power and in the presentation from new sources. 

AERO DEPARTMENT PLANS

Display For Poly Royal

Students of the aero department are planning work on a Piper Cub, brought in the San Luis Flying Club. The aircraft structure has been completely overhaul, new fabric has been applied and dope finished (painting) the familiar Piper Cub color.

The Department is planing for several new aircraft during Poly Royal. To date, distribution of the following airplane plans, Piper Cub, Ercoupe, Blimon, Swift, and Cessna, have all accepted an invitation to be present. Bill H. McPhee, radio operator, has the Poly Aerial Squadrons, been interested in the athletic funds for some time, and will add an additional job to his regular work. Several memberships are open in the Poly Flying Association's two airplanes. Anybody who is interested should contact work Copple, president of the club.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

All men who are interested in employment are requested to see John B. Jones, placement secretary, Rm. 136. He will try to assist you in finding a job.

There is no substitute for Quality

Building Hardware - Paints Tools - Utensils - Grocery Glassware

18. L. F. Nellis, Proprietor

Telephone 371 - 1028 Chanser Street
San Luis Obispo, California

For Firestone Buses

"Hams" Install New Radio Station

Cal Poly's amateur radio operators have recently organized and are at present, installing the Poly Amateur Radio Station W6VMT. The "hams" have located their station on the second floor of the Ag. Ed. Building and the five licensed amateurs are now renovating a former lecture room into an efficient 250-watt transmitting station.

The operating room will serve a dual purpose as an effective amateur station for licensed amateurs, and as a communications laboratory, for all electronic students. Among the equipment available is the Radiola 80-1018 transmitter and the Hammond super-Pre receiver.

At the present time, the organization is constructing a relay loop, 20-meter antenna. This type of antenna will greatly improve the transmitter's signal strength. The beam will be mounted on a short tower on top of the Ag. Ed.

The recently erected antenna tower on this building supports two types of FM antennas both of which are contemplated. The licensed amateurs who have taken an active part include: Robert Palen, John Brown, Tony Bolger, Robert Hassen, and Clifford Fisher.

"Everything Good To Eat!"

SNO WHITE
CREAMERY

"Drop In and Meet Us"
OPEN DAILY 8:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
341 Monterey

"The New Look, Flowers for Formals"

"Hey, Joe, how about ordering corsage for the Poly Royal?" These words are heard around the campus by Poly girls, who are always on the lookout for the Poly Royal." These words are heard around the campus by Poly girls, who are always on the lookout for the Poly Royal. Two girls are to be chosen on the grounds that they are the most successful in Poly's social science tests. We also feel that we are getting invaluable experience in making these corsages, for we have had a "photograph" taken with the Poly Royal form both nights from seven until ten. Taking orders, and orders books are carried by each of the fellows for taking orders on the campus. Prices are reasonable, and the mushrooms which were seen at the dance last Saturday night are extremely cheap. The Poly Flower sets turn out good work.

35 VETERANS VISIT SOIL SCIENCE

Thirty-five members of the veterans class from Paso Robles high school were guests of the Soil Science department, according to Dr. L. S. Carter, head of the department. Ray O. Phillips, assistant instructor, was in charge of the group.

The students went over the farmland undertaken by the dean of agriculture, as well as the Department of the Product Market Administration, and the Department of Agricultural Education. The tour of the college farm included a fertile acre of corn and oats, a hayfield, and a grass field and silage and legumes. Both are experimental projects of the Soil Science department.

There is a substitute for quality

STUBERBAKER

Cars - Trucks - Parts - Service

LUBRICATION

GAS and OIL

Garrett Motors

1219 Monterey St.
Phone 2476
San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Firestone Tires

"Easy Credit Terms"

For Your Old Battery (Easy Terms)

"Firestone TIRES"

STUBERBAKER

Cars - Trucks - Parts - Service

LUBRICATION

GAS and OIL

Garrett Motors

1219 Monterey St.
Phone 2476
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
EL MUSTANG

SPORTS

MUSTANGS OPEN CONFERENCE RACE; WILL BATTLE AZTECS TODAY

By Bob Coghlan

Coutesy of the San Diego State Paper, April 9, 1948

Hopes of retaining the ZCAA conference crown, which the San Diego State Aztecs have held for the past three seasons of 1945, will be on display today when they take on the Poly Phase Mustangs in the opening conference game of the season for both teams.

The Mustangs, who are out to prove themselves as one of the favorite teams in the nation and who were unable to lay a glove on Cal Poly's brawny Mustangs this Friday at 2:30 p.m. Holding down second spot in the conference last season, the Mustangs will take on at least two of the three games from the hustling Mustangs to date, the team has been successful in its opening game, and the Poly Phase team is expected to continue its winning pattern.

P E Workshop

To Be Held Here

California State Polytechnic college has named the site for the third annual physical education workshop and coaching clinic sponsored by the California Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

Scheduled for August 16 to August 21, the two week workshop will be headlined by some of the country’s outstanding educators.

Newell "Jeff" Cravath, head football coach at the University of Southern California will direct and organize the football clinic, and Clarence "Xie" Price, head basketball coach at the University of California, will direct the basketball clinics.

Coach Bob Mott of Poly Phase will be "Pee Wee" Fraser, center field; Dick Buhlert, right field; "Pinky" Bertram, second base; and Mickey Aguirre, shortstop.

The workshop will blend theory and practice into two clinics.

One clinic will be a baseball clinic and the other will be an athletics clinic.

Rains Put Damper on Mustang Luck

Jim Playing been once again played the role of a wet blanket as he washed out three of the five baseball games the Mustangs had scheduled last week. The squad, a potential conference threat, lost both last week’s games which is a good indication of what the weather had done to the ability of the team.

We could speak of the fielding flaws and some of the other mistakes that occurred during these two games, but that is a theme of the past and the facts were revealed in last week’s loss to the Poly Phase.

Coach Bob Mott intends to keep his men working this week rain or shine. If the rain clouds prevent outdoor workouts in the gym, the boys will turn to some indoor routines and keep the boys active, although a few sunny days would add the team tremendously in preparation for its ZCAA Chances from San Diego.

Northbound Swim Team Improves Pool Records

Three trials were held in the local pool in preparation for the meet at Stanford, and the College of the Pacific with some satisfying results being reported.

August Morris, swim the 20 yard back stroke in 2:39.53, bettering the pool record by four seconds. Following the recent breaking marks was the senior team with both of the Poly back stroke and Jack Gaines former state champion in the 40 yard swimming.

Other indicator points for their knowledge from the standpoint of the future are: the Poly tennis; Dale McRae, gymnastics; Phil Seawall, and Mike Morrow of San Diego in baseball.

Classes will also be held in archery, boxing and athletic training.

Northbound Swim Team Meets Mustang Fieldmen

Coach Ed Jorgensen’s track squad disembarked on one of their biggest trips in recent history when they left for the four-way track and field meet at Santa Barbara college. The other three colleges entering into the track and field events are UCLA, Pomona, and Santa Barbara.

Coach Jorgensen’s men have been handpicked to hand to no end yesterday.

Byline: Mustangs Sports Staff
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Frequent Walk

Draws Large Crowd

Crandall gym was decorated beyond recognition with colorful lights and flowers of different varieties last Saturday night, when the Mustangs basketball squad met in a brisk P.E. Workshop.

The players, going to a capacity turnout, were the main attraction. The meeting was called "Baptized Stringing."
**Hoof Prints**

**By Pete**

OK, here's my attempt at nailing the biggest one the first day, but let's not worry about that gory detail. It's the conference contest where I was worried about. If the team doesn't hold up well, it's the one I've been thinking about the last two weeks. For the rest of the season, it's the one I'll be running to the Wrigley Rock in a barrel just like this.

Coach Dick Anderson and company came up with a plan for the last two weeks, and they're sure I'll be in the saddle of the donkey for a few more months. Not that we're thinking about it right now, but Stanford came in third in the national, right after All-American Trojans.

A very interesting note on the result that this will be performed under handling times, that is, handling time is the market. This bandstand deal is a very interesting procedure which will give us a whole 65 feet long area during the practice session.

**Vital Statistics**

**Thanks to some very timely Haberding by Tom Allen of Santa Maria, here are the team of All-Stars that look like they're going to walk off with the conference title. Although the four of them lack the 2000-yard mark on the field, they have had the experience which is necessary.**

**Habers Leaders**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Yards</th>
<th>Attempts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solfsrino</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almera</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrahamaon</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New Backstop Built On Ball Diamond**

Ran once again stopped the Colts from playing from their practice games. The game was to be stopped against Santa Maria Junior college on Saturday, April 6 at the Poly diamond, but the game has been called off indefinitely.

There have been a few changes in the team's roster, namely Paul Rimpson and Kenny Ball, local boys who are expected to strengthen the squads. The Santa Maria Junior college is the other team where the practice session is planned.

**Rain Again Washes Out Ball Diamond Action**

Rains once again stopped the Colts from playing from their practice games. The game was to be played against Santa Maria Junior college on Saturday, April 6 at the Poly diamond, but the game has been called off indefinitely.

Many of the boys showed a lot of talent at the Colts Out of Rain again this week. The rain during the past week has slowed football practice to a crawl, but don't let the few minor adjustments that have been made to the field to the great advantage.

**Spring Scramble Shows Grid Talent**

**Friday afternoon the football team, with the exception of a few minor adjustments, of the new backstop on the rain baseball diamond.**

**Those who helped were first year students, John Bevery, Laverne Halison and Henry Thomas. Second year students include Dick Anderson, Bob Conkling, Almera Melan, Bill Reddick, and Lani Palauski.**

**Philbin Appointed To New Position**

**San Luis Obispo Times**

The new baseball field is scheduled for Wednesday, April 6, against the Santa Maria Senior college on the Poly diamond. Providing the rain doesn't come, there will be a new baseball field.

**Baseball» Yes, there will be a new baseball diamond.**

**Owens: “My twin brother!”**

**Coach Bob Conkling: “Yes, the one I saw watching the football game yesterday when you were at your aunt’s funeral.”**

**Baseball: “Yes, sir. I remember. I’ll go hunt him up.”**

**Coach: “Good, and don’t come back until you find him.”**

**Ski Club Meets**

A ski club meeting was held Tuesday, March 25. Mr. Lussin displayed a sketch of the proposed ski lines. The members decided to get cost estimates before making any decision.

**The program committee composed of Gene Trevis, John Zander, Leon Pellessier, Bill Reddick, and John Bevery will make plans for the coming boys’ party during Poly Royal for the members and their guests.**

**We have the laundry concession with the campus.**

**Send your dry cleaning with your laundry.**

**Dormitory Pick-Up, Delivery**


**HOME LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING**

| 1132 Morro St. |
| PHONE 4-70 |

**Guaranteed Balanced Recapping**

Kimball Tire Co.

**321-314-1709, San Luis Obispo**

**FOR RECORDS**

**Where You Still Get Your Dollars Worth**

**MISSION RADIO CO.**

2 Doors from Sea-White
WE COMPLIMENT

Some months ago one of the English instructors wrote a letter to the editor of the Telegram Tribune deploring "the cultural desert" between Santa Barbara and Carmel. It is my opinion that in the last few weeks the residents of San Luis Obispo have seen several evidences of a promising oasis in that desert.

The Music department at California Polytechnic presented their annual home concert last week and the entertainment presented by that organization last Friday and Saturday night was the result of this that the Carmel Young Women's Club sponsored another irrigation treatment. (I will not call the concerts an irrigation treatment of the musical variety.) The entire student body when I say that they all have our thanks. The Music department deserves praise for the compliments which this school has rendered them for their consideration in that department.

To the Associated Students, the armament and preparedness under the pretext of winning peace is an illusion. If the war dead have not all been returned home yet, why should the people be asked to support a program that is not going to bring them back? It is a waste of time and money to blast Russia. War engineers are testing rockets and vehicles in which we could do as we want. It shouldn't be led to the experiment. No one should support the war at this time. War has led to the experiment.

May the Music department continue to flourish.

J. M. P.

ANOTHER WAR TO END ALL WARS

By Philip Nemanik

A public opinion agent can find no better place for his headquarters than the barber shop—that meeting place of all kinds of men of all colors and creeds. Truth will not be a success because American public opinion is the most powerful tool in the world today.

People disagree on the number of atomic bombs that are needed to blast Russia. War engineers are testing rockets and vehicles in which we could do as we want. It shouldn't be led to the experiment. No one should support the war at this time. War has led to the experiment.

The talk of the hour is of course the question of drafting and the prospect of war. But far from discussing the merits and defects of that strategy, these measures are taken as a matter of fact, and the talk is confined to tactics and trivial details.

People disagree on the number of atomic bombs that are needed to blast Russia. War engineers are testing rockets and vehicles in which we could do as we want. It shouldn't be led to the experiment. No one should support the war at this time. War has led to the experiment.

The talk of the hour is of course the question of drafting and the prospect of war. But far from discussing the merits and defects of that strategy, these measures are taken as a matter of fact, and the talk is confined to tactics and trivial details.

People disagree on the number of atomic bombs that are needed to blast Russia. War engineers are testing rockets and vehicles in which we could do as we want. It shouldn't be led to the experiment. No one should support the war at this time. War has led to the experiment.
More War To End All Wars...

(Continued from page six)

so that, once in perfect shape and of certain of an atomic KG, he would safely and willingly bow out of the ring. Think of the reaction among the millions of men who have lived through that terrible and deadly war.

For man has won by intimidation and display of power. Peace of war is a guarantee for lasting peace. Love of peace is the only positive
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here.

“War arm to avoid war; this is a war to win peace,” is inflammatory and

crime as the actual waging of war. The very word, “war” in the slogans,

a chance for warring within a thousand years.
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AN ARTIST DRAWING... of the Walter V. Dexter Memorial Library which is rapidly becoming a building of the Poly campus. The new building, now in its fifth month of construction, will offer students an almost limitless amount of space to study, become, sleep or lounge. The library will feature not only reading rooms and book shelves, but will contain meeting rooms, lecture rooms and a large seminar room. Alas, Whittier, head librarian, reports that although expected occupancy of the building isn’t scheduled until February of 1948, it is hoped that because of the rapid progress now being made, that the library will be all installed and ready for use by December of this year.

**NOTICE TO VETERANS**

Veterans’ students enrolled under Public Law 450, who have children
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QUEEN PAT WALKER . . . will reign over Poly's all­ male campus during the 19th Annual Poly Royal, April 30-May 1.

Secure Poly Royal Guest Lodging Now

The "country fair on a college campus" is practically upon us for the 16th time. Yes, the 16th Annual Poly Royal draws near and with it a special note or advice for one and all.

If you are planning to have friends, relatives, or a family visit the campus during Poly Royal who expect to stay for the weekend, get on the ball now and secure reservations in one of the camp's lodgings quarters. It is strongly advised, by incomparable sources, that you do as you are told, today, for it will be practically impossible to get a room or two.

If you don't believe this ask a few of the "troops" that went through the ordeal last year. You'll not regret it. The secret is to do it immediately that your guests have a place to stay.

THREE COSTS LOFT

Lady laps is not with the Thoroughbreds until this year, reports Lyman Bennion, animal husbandry department head. In former years a progressive show of at least five colts has been the average, but of the five tucked this season only two are living.

The surviving colts are from the two best mates, one out of Viviane by Thoroughbred (top), owned by D. B. Jeffers, Chatsworth, and the other out of Brown Bird (top), owned by Carlton F. Barnes, Camarillo.

MUSTANGS HAVE A SEASON

The 1945 Cal Poly Mustang football team did not suffer a single defeat during the entire season. Among their victories was a 22-0 win over Templeton. According to the Spartan Daily.

Poly Royal Pictorial Out Next Week

Due to delays in receiving cuts from the engravers, the Poly Royal pictorial will not be ready for dis tribution until early next week, the publications office advised today.

There will, amongst the inform ant, be five pictorials for each stu dent. App. into 10 Corral, ask for five copies, address them to your respective friends and families, and place them in the receptacle that will be there for the purpose, and cause to worry.

For those information lurk to be paid postage fee required. The publicity department is awaiting its government issue postage fee. The publicity office is awaiting its government issue postage fee. The publicity department is awaiting its government issue postage fee. The publicity office is awaiting its government issue postage fee.

Air Conditioners Visit Los Angeles Plants

The Air Conditioning club returned from Los Angeles last week and after a chow day field trip, the club visited many of the most modern store in the world, "the most modern store in the world," one of the most interesting plants visited was that of the Santa Fe Railway station in Los Angeles.

One of the most interesting plants visited was that of the Santa Fe Railway station in Los Angeles. The club visited many of the most modern store in the world, "the most modern store in the world," one of the most interesting plants visited was that of the Santa Fe Railway station in Los Angeles.

Alaska Offers

Agriculture

If you are interested in one of the above careers, you might want to consider the following:

1. The Alaska Department of Agriculture offers a number of positions in its Agriculture Division. Positions are available in fields such as agronomy, horticulture, and animal science.

2. The Alaska Department of Natural Resources offers a variety of positions in fields such as wildlife management, fisheries, and forestry.

3. The Alaska Department of Education offers positions in educational administration and teaching.

4. The Alaska Department of Health and Social Services offers positions in public health and social services.

5. The Alaska Department of Revenue offers positions in tax administration.

6. The Alaska Department of Commerce offers positions in economic development and trade promotion.

7. The Alaska Department of Natural Resources offers positions in natural resource management.

8. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game offers positions in wildlife and fish management.
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